OPERATOR ALERT
ROUTE 10 COMMUTER LINK
EFFECTIVE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2021
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

The City of Beaumont is beginning a rehabilitation project of the Walmart Regional Bus Stop located at 1540 E 2nd Street, Beaumont. The current stop will be closed and relocated for everyone’s safety.

Please plan on using the bus stop located in front of the “Sonic Drive-In” located at 1610 E 1st Street, Beaumont. There is a cutout at this location. Please be mindful that four agencies will be using this stop during this construction period. An additional stop, to sweep the area, has been made available by RTA located in front of Raising Cane’s 1535 E 2nd Street, Beaumont to pickup additional passengers. However, buses should not idle at this location for recovery. Recovery time shall be accommodated at the Sonic Drive-in stop.

Please see map and detour on reverse side.
From Highland Springs Ave
R– E 1st St
R– Commerce Way
R– E 2nd St
L– Highland Springs Ave
Back to Regular Route